You're More Than A Pal To Me

Words by Bartley Costello
Music by Robert L. Stevens
TRY THIS ON YOUR PIANO
HOT COFFEE
NOVELTY FOX-TROT SONG

Words by  
BARTLEY COSTELLO

Music by  
BENNIE KRUEGER

Arranged by Merle T. Kendrick

Chorus

HOT COFFEE, you talk of turtle lovin',
HOT COFFEE, I never knew such lovin',
HOT COFFEE, there never was an oven,
that could ever be, one half so hot—
HOT COFFEE, all
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YOU'RE MORE THAN A PAL TO ME

(WALTZ SONG)

Words by
BARTLEY COSTELLO

Music by
ROBERT L. STEVENS

You call me wonderful pal,
I just can't think of a name.

And yet I'm not satisfied;
To me you are nearer,
That means all you are to me;
I've searched dictionaries, and

thousand time dearer, than any pal I've ever tried;
even not there, is a word good enough for you see;
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more than a pal to me,
You're

more than a pal could be,
When I

look in your eyes,
Then I realize,
An

angel was sent down to earth from the skies;
When

You're More etc. 3 GOLDEN MEMORIES (of Hawaii) A dreamy waltz song
I needed sympathy, You stood by me
faithfully.
You're all that is true
My Heaven is you, You're more than a pal to
me.
You're me.

"SILVER SANDS OF WAIKIKI" The most beautiful Hawaiian waltz song ever written
Honeymoon Waltz

Words by Ray Sherwood
Music by Victor Arden

Try Over This Beautiful Strain

Tempo I

Honeymoon, All the world in tune,

Sweet heart, you beside me, Love-land shores to guide me,

Roses away As a long we stray,
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